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Favorite Memories

- Experiencing the amazing culture and food of Brussels
- Visiting SHAPE headquarters
- Visiting the European Commission
- Visiting the ICTY and viewing a live court hearing
- Touring The Hague by boat while eating stroopwafels
- Meeting students from other countries
- Making lifelong memories and friendships
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Favorite Memories:

- Exploring some of Europe's greatest cities
- Visiting and researching in the European Commission Central Library
- Touring the Peace Palace and the International Court of Justice in The Hague
- Watching the court hearing at the International Criminal Court
- Walking up and down the beach in Scheveningen, The Hague
- Eating the Waffles in Brussels and the Stroopwafels in The Hague
Cheyanne Mickenberg

Favorite Memories:

- The group dinner we had on our first night in Brussels
- Visiting the Peace Palace and viewing a hearing being held at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
- The boat tour in The Hague
- Eating all the delicious food Brussels and The Hague had to offer
Trevor Smith

Favorite Memory:
- Interviewing the representatives of the European Commission and being about to see the EU perspective on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership.
It's not a study abroad until you selfie EVERYwhere you go!
Anna Schuh

Favorite memories:

● Group dinner on our first night in Brussels at Mirabelle restaurant
● Group walking tour of Brussels
● Boat tour in the Hague
● Being able to spend a week in Brussels/the heart of the European Union with new friends!
Brandon Redden

Favorite Memories:

- It was really neat to check out some of the buildings which are at the heart and soul of the European Union
- The Peace Palace in the Hague was quite a sight to behold
- I’m also going to miss the random moments of fun had with all the great people who went along on this trip
Jacob Hamblin

Favorite Memories:

- Touring the European Commission & the European Parliament
- Touring The Peace Palace & the International Criminal Court
- Both the food and cafe culture
- Exploring Brussels & The Hague with my fellow classmates
Mackenzie Horvath

Favorite Memories:
- Visiting the International Criminal Court
- Listening to an ongoing trial at the ICTY
- Making new friends from around the world
- Experiencing the delicious cafe culture
- The walking tour of Brussels
Thank you Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe for making this trip possible but most importantly memorable. Both of you have given our group the opportunity of a lifetime to travel and expand our horizons and for that we are all truly grateful. --Mackenzie Horvath
THANK YOU!
Dr. Ivanov & Dr. Wolfe

- You made this trip possible and for that I am extremely grateful. I learned a lot and made memories that will last a lifetime. Thank you for everything! - Carli Meyer
- Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe were by far the best professor to accompany us on this trip. We learned so much from them. Thank you for organizing a fantastic academic and run experience! ~ Gabriella Stroplos
- Thank goodness for Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe! The trip far exceeded my expectations. We were able to experience things that would have been impossible without Dr. Ivanov’s doing. I came away with unforgettable memories and new friends! ~ Anna Schuh
- This trip was absolutely amazing and would not have been possible or nearly the same without you both. Thank you Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe! I learned so much and will always remember this experience! ~ Cheyanne Mickenberg
- I don’t know what to say that already hasn’t been said about Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe. Without you the greatest experience of my life up to this point would never have been a reality. Thank you for allowing me to discover the world for the first time but not the last. ~ Brandon Redden
- This was an amazing class, thank you so much for all of your work in creating this fantastic Capstone and the experiences and memories that came along with it. Dr. Ivanov and Dr. Wolfe, thank you both so much. ~ Jacob Hamblin
- Sorry it’s not a rap but THANK YOU for giving each of us an opportunity to become global citizens. I wouldn’t have wanted to end my undergraduate experiences any other way! ~ Trevor